1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Quick-drying precision cleaner for all sorts of contacts.

2. FEATURES
TUNER 600 was specially developed to clean sensitive contacts. Its gentle cleaning power makes it particularly well-suited for use on rubber, graphite conductors and high frequency components. It dries in seconds, leaving no residue.

3. APPLICATIONS
This product is used in consumer electronics as well as in computer or TV and telecommunication technology. It cleans dust, oily and greasy residues from potentiometers and linear regulators, sensors or graphite conductor layers of IR remote controls.

4. DIRECTIONS
- Use extension tube for cleaning smaller parts. Spray liberally. Brushing or wiping improves the cleaning effect, turn or move switches during cleaning. Catch removed dirt with a cloth.
- TUNER 600 contains flammable solvents and hence you must ensure there are no ignition sources nearby. Do not use on live equipment or sub-assemblies. The cleaner must be completely evaporated before electrical equipment is switched on again.
- A safety data sheet (MSDS) according to EU directive 97/112 is available for all CRC products.

5. TYPICAL PRODUCT DATA (without propellant)
Odour : mildly of solvent
Flash point : <0°C
Evaporation rate (ether = 1) : approx. 1

6. PACKAGING
Aerosol : 12 x 200 ml

All statements in this publication are based on service experience and/or laboratory testing. Because of the wide variety of equipment and conditions and the unpredictable human factors involved, we recommend that our products be tested on-the-job prior to use. All information is given in good faith but without warranty neither expressed nor implied.

This Technical Data Sheet may already have been revised at this moment for reason such as legislation, availability of components and newly acquired experiences. The latest and only valid version of this Technical Data Sheet will be sent to you upon simple request or can be found on our website: www.crcind.com.

We recommend you to register on this website for this product so you will be able to receive any future updated version automatically.
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